Hotels
Comfortable accommodation is important
for business meetings and negotiations. We can
recommend the accommodation in comfortable
and prestigious hotels in the central part of the city
that will allow not only to have a comfort rest after
day’s work, but also to enjoy the views of historic
places in Vladivostok.
In 2013 there is a plan to open two hotel complexes
5 stars level.
The first, Hyatt Burny Vladivostok provides fast
access to the main transport highways.
The second, Hyatt Regency Vladivostok will be
located in the central business part of Vladivostok,
on the Ship quay (Korabelnaya naberejnaya). Both
complexes are conveniently located within walking
distance from the center.
Hotel Hyundai is also located in the center of
Vladivostok. At the moment, perhaps, this is the
best hotel in town.
Also we can recommend the hotel Avanta, which
offers a panoramic view, and the hotel Versailles
located in the historic part of Vladivostok.

Excursions

It is very important to have a good rest
after a productive work and business
meetings. Endless sea, set of islands,
eclectic architecture and rich history.
In this section we present versions of
excursions to help you get acquainted
with our city and Primorsky Kray.
Boat trip to nearby islands
City tour on a shuttle bus with a visit
for two Russia largest bridges
A tour to the largest University in Russia,
FEFU
Visit to the Museum
«Vladivostok fortress»
Visit to the Auto Museum for retro cars,
the Museum named after Arseniev

Night clubs

Restaurants

Vladivostok is named gate to Asia.
The chefs of local restaurants are ready
to satisfy the tastes and appetites
even of the most demanding gourmets
from the different countries.

Japanese
Yaponsky gorodovoy
Matsuri
Osama Sushi
Mitami

Korean
Hvaro
Korea House
Osama Sushi
HANURI

Cantonese
Zen

Pan-Asian
Zuma

European
Brasserie
Fifth Ocean
Cooper’s house (Dom Coopera)
Syndicate (steak-house)
Italian
La Strada
Mauro

City cafe
Studio Coffee
Milk & Honey
Cafe Coffetory
Latte

When the working day comes to an end,
and the sun is going down, Vladivostok
is not in a hurry to fall asleep. On the
contrary, it achieves absolutely other
speed and passes to other rhythm,
a rhythm of night life. The port city
always knows how to surprise. For
attention of the wanderers who are
looking for new impressions, night clubs
of the city open their doors.

Beer houses
Hans
Trinity Irish Pub
Port Royal
Old Captain Pub
Fabrika

Karaoke
San Remo
Saloon
Black & White
Hawaii

Dance clubs
Cuckoo
Shoom
America
Chaplin
Davidov
GOSTi

Cover bands, live
Zabriski Point
Yellow Submarine
Mumiy Troll Music Bar
Rock & Jazz, live
BSB
Restograd

